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Lawrence Biyika Songa: The Cost of Climate Change for Ugandan Farmers 







Farming First & Lawrence Biyika Songa 


Africa & Middle East: ...The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) summarises climate change as any change in climate over time, whether due to natural variability or as a result of human activity. This...

Read More
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Six Major Food Breakthroughs at COP28 — and What Comes Next 







Edward Davey 


Global: ...food finally took its place as central to the climate effort with at least six notable outcomes that could drive transformational change in the sector: 1) More than 150 countries...

Read More
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Unlocking the Power Of Youth in Tackling Climate Change 







Elizabeth Wathuti 


Africa & Middle East: ...change. This revelation emphasizes the importance of incorporating climate education into curricula worldwide. Educational institutions can unlock a powerful force for change by imparting a comprehensive understanding of climate change...

Read More
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Driving Climate Action Through Extension System Reforms 







Suresh Babu & Ramasamy Selvaraju 


Global: ...climate change, so too must the roles of multiple actors and players—especially those in the private sector. Extension services must integrate them into climate strategies. Finally, massive retraining with digital...

Read More
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Updated Guide to Negotiations on Agriculture and Climate Change Launches 







Farming First 


Global: ...Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, will be considering the latest scientific knowledge on agriculture’s role in climate change. The “Guide to Negotiations on Agriculture and Climate Change” sets out...

Read More
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Making Climate-Smart Agriculture Work For Africa’s farmers 







Caroline Mwongera 


Africa & Middle East: ...of the 10 countries most vulnerable to climate change are in Africa, so urgent action is needed to make African agriculture “climate-smart”. Which are the most effective climate-smart agriculture practices...

Read More
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